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Introduction

The term timeshare has been adopted from the English literature and if translated, it
literally means ‘shares of vacation time’, which is behind the concept of sharing time in a
vacation property where multiple parties hold the rights to use the property. Since its beginnings
in the early 1960s, the timeshare concept has developed steadily and showed a continued
upward movement in terms of number of timeshare resorts, units, property owners and
received revenue from usage.1 Despite all this, timeshare seems to be poorly studied and fails
to produce a single definition embracing the entire concept. For Bulgaria, timeshare is a
comparatively new phenomenon, having emerged in the hotel sector for the last 8 years, and
it exists in the form of modern varieties and mixed type of properties clustered along the
southern Black Sea coast and in the winter resorts. That’s why the main point of research of
the present study is to investigate hotel managers’ attitudes and perceptions on prospects
for development of timeshare along the Bulgarian southern Black Sea coast.

Understanding timeshare and its specifics

Timeshare can be seen as part of the broader concept of ‘shared ownership’ which
has taken off in popularity exhibiting a dynamic curve over the past few years. Object of
timeshare property ownership can be a number of different things such as a car, a bicycle,
office space or a machine2, in tourism however it most often involves use of transport vehicles3

and vacation property (timeshare). Studies of timeshare abound in definitions which can be
explained with the different standpoint of researchers... In some of our earlier publications
we have also dwelled on timeshare definitions supporting the opinion that ‘timeshare is a hotel
product […] What is specific about it is the way it is sold – unlike the classical hotel model
where you pay for a room to stay, with timeshare you buy4, the right to use the property, and
due to its recent origin, it is defined as “a modern type of hotel accommodation”5.

1 Stringam Betsy B. Timeshare and vacation ownership executives‘ analysis of the industry and the
future, Journal of Retail & Leisure Property, vol.9, 2010, p. 37-54

2 Brown, A. Equipment timeshares. Mechanical engineering, Sep 2007, p. 10
3 Foxley, S. Serviced apartments in the UK – a growth sector. Journal of property investment & finance.

vol. 19. 2001, p. 79-89
4 Dabeva, T. Timeshare and its application in Bulgarian hotel industry, Tourism in the new millennium,

Col. Papers. Blagoevgrad, June 2007
5 Dabeva Т., et.al., Hotel operation in Europe - categories, locations, development, Science and Economics,

Varna, 2000, p. 143
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It would be far too long to cover all aspects of timeshare here, therefore we
have focused on those we consider to be more important in disclosing the nature and
specifics of the product. It is more appropriate to discuss the latter from the point of
view of marketing mix in timeshare, taking into consideration the fact that timeshare is
identified as a consumer product rather than an investment product.6 In this respect,
we shall adhere to E. McCarthy’s formulation of the 4 P‘s of the marketing mix, i.e.
product, price, place and promotion being the main components of the modern marketing
mix.7

Traditionally, the timeshare product is a long-term contract concluded between
the timeshare property owner and the buyer for a period between 25 and 50 years, the
subject of which is the sharing of vacation time between individual sharers (each is
allotted a period of time to use the property). According to the specific character of
owned interval of vacation time, it is divided into the following:

• Fixed- week ownership – a deed to use the unit for a single specified week
every year;

• Floating week ownership – units are sold as floating weeks during a specific
season or on yearly basis;

• Flex-week ownership – normally this relates to a single timeshare unit, where
weeks are rotated forward or backward through the calendar, giving the owner
a fair opportunity to use prime weeks – most commonly the off-season intervals
are floating, and fixed, during high season.

In terms of the type of lodging, the timeshare unit can also be split into fixed and
floating. The first type can be found with single properties, where the owner can use
the unit for a single specified week which largely augments the feeling of having a
“second home”. The floating week ownership is indicative only of the type of timeshare
property in terms of size, view and amenities. It is common with timeshare developers
having more than one property such as hotel chains and vacation clubs. Hotel chains
enter the timeshare business during the 1990s. Some of the most popular hotel chains
are Marriott, Four Seasons, Hilton, Hyatt, Accor, Radisson and Ramada8. Vacation
clubs form a specific category in the timeshare industry being represented by large
consortia which build, operate and manage a great number of units in different locations.
They have introduced their own vacation ownership programs which are based on
point systems commending a product that is modern and flexible. Points programs
give the owner an amount of points which can be converted into a range of products
and services. Major holiday operators such as Marriott Vacation Club, Disney
Vacation Club, RCI Vacation Club, Hilton Grand Vacations, Club Med, Hyatt
Vacation Club etc.9, are among those operating vacation programs based on point
systems.

6 Hovey M. Is timeshare ownership an investment product, Toowoomba, University of Southern
Queensland, 2002, p. 8-23.

7 Rakadziyska S., Marinov S. Marketing in Tourism, Science and Economics, Varnа, 2004, p. 61.
8 Leposky G. Timeshare basics, Timesharing today, 22 Jan 2010, p. 2.
9 http://vacation-club-review.toptenreviews.com/
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Another important aspect of the timeshare product is the type of ownership10,
which is represented by the following five (5) popular varieties:

Table 1

Types of ownership of the timeshare product

The timeshare price is paid upfront, but as it is considerably higher than the
traditional package price and covers a certain amount of future vacations at the
property, it is often seen as an investment. On average, the highest registered price in
the USA is 9500$, whereas in Europe, France and Italy have reported prices within
the range of $8700 and $8900 on average. With regards to other markets, Mexico
maintains high prices in the timeshare segment ($9,400) together with South-east Asia

Type of
ownership Specifics Advantages for

the owner
Disadvantages for

the owner

Real estate

(deeded/fee
sample)

Fractional ownership;
for life; Spain and

Portugal

The owner can
lease, use or sell
the property; a
wide range of

rights

Lack of flexibility
during the vacation

interval

Right to use

Between 10 and 50 year
period; after that the
usage rights revert to
the hotelier/property

owner;

Flexibility of the
time-based interval

– fractional
ownership and

exchange.

Limited rights; risk
for the operator of

becoming insolvent.

Lease contracts

(leasehold)

Right to use on a long-
term lease basis; up to a
25 year period; Greece

Flexibility; Shorter
contract terms.

Limited property
rights.

Company
share

Assets or bonds; Access
to company units;

France and
Switzerland.

Flexibility;
Opportunities for
long-term profits.

Insolvency risk; the
owner may be

dissatisfied with the
choice of unit.

Point-based
club

membership

Points systems; 25 to 30
year period; Great

Britain and the
Mediterranean region

Flexibility;
Possibility to
convert into

various products
and services

Risk of insolvency;
the owner may be

dissatisfied with the
choice of location.

1 0 Savage J. The Assessment of fractional interests – timeshares. Journal of property tax assessment &
administration, Vol. 5, 2088, p. 41-45.
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($7,900)11, which identifies them as growth markets. Studies show that the average
price of a vacation week is steadily on the rise. In 2001 the timeshare interval (or
week) cost $14,652 on average, whereas in 2004 it exhibited a 7% rise ($15,571)12,
and in 2012 the average interval price reached $19,000 (+22%)13, which can be taken
as a sign for the industry’s positive development.

A basic peculiarity of the timeshare price is the fact that the purchase price is
not the only component in the blanket price of the product. Timeshare owners must
pay an annual fee for upkeep and maintenance of the property. In most cases, the
amount of said fee varies between $200 and $1000 for a vacation week14, but some
extra fees might also be involved in terms of number of bed nights at the unit.

In hindsight, aggressive tactics to sell the product were a severely criticized
aspect of the product promotion due to unfair marketing practices such as street
scams, hard-sell techniques and inaccurate or misleading information15. Nowadays
the timeshare industry seems to be fairly well regulated owing to the efforts of many
organizations, institutions and associations to clean up the industry and give it a much
more professional image. In contrast to marketing techniques used in the past, today
timeshare operators resort to special marketing tools.

Table 2

Special marketing tools/ practices in the timeshare sector

1 1 Ragatz Associates, The 1995 Worldwide Resort Timeshare Industry, p. 72.
1 2 ARDA. Worldwide shared vacation ownership report. Washington: ARDA, 2010, p. 12.
1 3 http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/articles/2012/07/19/should-you-invest-in-a-

timeshare
1 4 Consumer Reports Team. The catch behind $1 timeshares. Money Advisor, Oct 2011, p. 12.
1 5 Ann Shreier, L. Are Timeshare Sales Representatives Taught To Lie?, Timesharing today, Nov/Dec

2010, p. 33-34.

Techniques and practices Basic peculiarities

Mini-vacations
Staying in a timeshare unit at preferential
prices to get to know the vacation property

and eventually buy it

Reference programs
Timeshare owners attract potential

customers by offering bonuses and discounts
on ancillary services

“Tour-no-buys”

Prospective buyers who didn’t make a
purchase on previous presentations, but may
change their mind or give reasons for their

decision not to buy

“Trial programs”

Prospective buyers who refrain from making
an actual purchase but are interested in the
property and prepay their stay for the next

year. If they eventually buy a timeshare
option, the amount paid will be deducted

from the purchase price.
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Timeshare product distribution can be classified according to the point of sale
location:

• In situ – the marketing and sales unit is based in the vacation resort, often
occupying ground floor office premises;

• Remote sales – the marketing unit is located outside the vacation resort, usually
in a tourist or custom generating area.

The main peculiarity of the timeshare product can be found in the channels of
distribution. In contrast to the marketing techniques used to sell the traditional hotel
product, the direct selling techniques tend to be the main marketing tool with timeshare
products. This is so, as the timeshare product requires training and hiring of a special
sales force.16 Successful sales organization of this type of tourist products is in the
hands of qualified sales staff who generate sales on the basis of marketing studies and
taking into account the specific needs of their clientele.17

Role and participation of major subjects in the timeshare industry sector

In view of the above-mentioned characteristics and peculiarities of the timeshare
hotel product, we can distinguish between two major subjects involved in its distribution:

  timeshare interval owner;
  timeshare developer.
The timeshare interval owner is an individual or family, who have interest in

owning a vacation property but for certain objective or subjective reasons prefer to
share the usage of the property along with other co-owners. Through this shared
usage, the owners have guaranteed quality accommodation in the property on an
annual basis and subsequently reduced maintenance fees.18. On the one hand, said
subject is seen as the owner of the timeshare product while on the other, especially
from hotelier and host community point of view, the owner is a guest, which accounts
for his dualistic role. As an owner, he brings revenue to the local community in the
form of taxes, bills, etc. and as a man of property he participates in local events and

“Fly-buy”

Type of mini-vacations, which aim to
generate potential buyers at presentations
mounted in a timeshare vacation property,

with covered transport expenses and
accommodation at preferential/discounted

prices for the prospects.

Incentive tours
Prospects may also get free accommodation
during the tour which may involve a number

of timeshare properties offered for sale.

1 6 Bruegger R. Vacation Ownership Sales Training: The One-on-One Successful Training Guide for the
First Year of Timeshare Sales, Writer‘s showcase, New York, 2001, p. 1-5.

1 7 Кaradzovа, Zl. Communication channels to make Bulgarian tourist product recognizable on the world
market, Symposium: “Modern Management Practices VIII – Appropriateness and risk of business
projects”, Burgas, 2014, p. 262.

1 8 Gooch, A. Update on profile of timeshare owners today. Developments, Nov/Dec 2009, p. 54, 56-57.
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contributes to the local economy as he visits the place at least once or several times a
year. On the other hand, the timeshare interval owner is also a tourist at the host
destination, as he resides permanently in a different country or location and his stay as
a tourist involves certain expenditure for local products and services thus performing
the role of an ambassador for the destination at home. From the point of view of the
hotelier, the timeshare owner is also a guest who influences the former’s perceptions
of the product and product characteristics, through his needs, expectations and feedback
on hotelier’s operations.

On the other hand, the timeshare developer is mainly interested in selling the
product. This is a business operator who has made investments and subsequently
developed and built the property, and in most cases is the actual real estate owner of
the timeshare property. He divides the occupancy of owned timeshare units into time-
based intervals or points which he sells to prospective buyers. Whether it is an
independent hotel or part of a hotel chain or a vacation club, the timeshare hotel owner
aims to place all vacation intervals on the market to achieve his sales objectives and
manage the property in such a way that individual timeshare owners are able to visit
the property annually and pay their maintenance fees regularly. In this way, the
developer generates a maximum amount of revenue from fees and services sold to
interval owners including the provision of typical hotel services to maximize profits.
From the point of view of the timeshare developer, the property manager or the
management team plays a crucial role in the operation of the timeshare property.
Good managerial skills in operating the property account largely for the sale of timeshare
units and intervals of ownership, and keeping the property and facilities in good condition
and occupancy as a whole. This appears to be in direct relationship to the accurate
estimation of maintenance fees and ensuring high degree of satisfaction on the part of
timeshare owners. It is our belief therefore that the subject who can be credited most
for the timeshare unit management is no other than the timeshare developer. We also
think that this is the subject whose opinion and assessment of the management of the
timeshare unit is most useful and for this reason, hereinafter we shall focus our study
on the managerial attitudes and perceptions of the timeshare sector and its
development.

A study of the attitudes and perceptions of the hotel operators about
 prospects for timeshare development along the southern

Black Sea coast of Bulgaria

In some of our earlier publications we have discussed in great detail and provided
examples of the types of timeshare ownership along the Bulgarian Black Sea coast.
We can assert that these are modern varieties of timeshare vacation property and
they are basically represented by condominium apartments and timeshare units of a
mixed type.
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Table 3

Basic characteristics of the condominium and timeshare units
of mixed type in the Bulgarian hotel industry

In view of the regulatory framework provided under the Tourism Act, these are
apartment hotels, a variety of the traditional type of hotel and because of that, when
surveyed for statistical purposes, data on these hotels are gathered on an aggregate
basis.

Table 4

Hotel location according to the number of timeshare units over
the period 2009 – 2013

Source: NSI, Statistical Directory 2014, Sofia, 2014, p. 225.

Data presented in the above table show that in 2013, hotels accounted for nearly
70% of the total number of units in the hotel superstructure in Bulgaria. According to Т.
Dabeva19, this is due to the fact that vacation apartments, found in the so-called apartment
hotels, were also included in the survey sample. And this may be the very reason why it
is difficult to estimate the exact percentage of apartment hotels in view of the total
number of hotels. Also, taking into consideration the fact that existing timeshare units
outnumber several times those that are officially reported, it would be hard to give a
precise estimate of the number of timeshare units operating in the country up to date. In
view of their location, and based on our observations, these units are mostly situated in
the mountain resorts, Borovets in particular, and in some holiday resorts along the southern
Black Sea coast. For this reason, and owing to the fact that timeshare units have appeared
recently on the domestic tourism market, our study will be mainly preoccupied with
the southern part of the Bulgarian Black Sea coast.

Variety oftimeshare unit Characteristics and peculiarities

Condominium

Timeshare units with up to 4 owners; Rotating
weeks ownership; Flexibility in usage – the unit

serves as tourist accommodation paying off
dividends to its owners

Mixed type

A single building or a complex of buildings; a
mixed type of traditional hotel ownership and

timeshare units; Part of the timeshare units might
be used by tourists during specified periods

Index 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Number of hotels 1 646 1 823 1 862 1 936 2055

Total number of units 3 533 3 540 3 776 2 758 2 953

1 9 Dabevа, Т., Hotel and Restaurant Franchising, Science and Economics, Varnа, 2013, p. 310.
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The present survey was conducted from April 15, 2014 to May 30, 2014, with a
target sample embracing 15 timeshare unit managers, running eight (8) of the biggest
summer resorts along the southern Black Sea coast. The survey is prepared in the
form of a questionnaire and interview with managerial staff among which 12 hotel
managers and three vacation property managers (timeshare units of mixed type). The
questions included in the survey are closed ended questions, with some of them inviting
more than one answer. These questions (‘Yes’/’No’ questions) are ranked on a 1-5
point rating scale, whereas an average rating is interpreted as neutral i.e. neither
‘positive’ nor ‘negative’, while the extremes 5 and 1 respectively, equal a conclusive
‘Yes’ or ‘No’, and ratings in between can be interpreted as a positive or negative bias.
Items included in the survey questionnaire aim to elicit respondents attitudes towards
two main issues: ‘Are there opportunities for development of timeshare units in the
surveyed region?’ and ‘Has the timeshare sector really got the potential to address
some of the major concerns of the hotel operation in Bulgaria, respectively tourism,
such as seasonality, low annual return on investments and few repeat visits?’

The interview questions aim to understand the perceptions of hotel owners
operating in the main segments, identify the need for specialized management activities
to develop timeshare operations, and barriers to the successful development of timeshare
properties along the Bulgarian southern Black Sea coast.

Тable 5

Timeshare units along the Bulgarian southern Black Sea coast included
in the survey

Name of timeshare unit Resort Category Number
of units Unit type

St. George Palace Vlas 5* 72 Condo
Sun Village Sunny beach 4* 153 Condо

Azzuro Sunny beach 3* 58 Condо
Sunny Day 1 Sunny beach 4* 124 Condo

Severina Sunny beach 4* 50 Mixed
type

Palm Court Sunny beach 3* 80 Condо
Emerald Beach Resort and SPA Ravda 5* 778 Condо

Marina Cape Aheloy 5* 760 Condо
Sunset Resort Pomorie 5* 770 Condо

Marina Holiday Club Pomorie 5* 150 Condо

Festa Pomorie Resort Pomorie 5* 229 Mixed
type

Santa Marina Sozopol 5* 1200 Condо

Grand Hotel Primorsko Primorsko 5* 28 Mixed
type

Bay View Tsarevo 3* 107 Condо
Aparthotel Vris Tsarevo 4* 75 Condо
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Before analyzing the collected data, we shall briefly present the timeshare units
and specify a few things about them. In view of the current grading system, many of
the timeshare properties rank between 3 and 5 stars, however 4 and 5 star properties
have the largest share in this market, which seems to be in line with the assertion that
timeshare properties traditionally are high-ranking and conforming to high standards
of quality and service. The better part of the units are condominium apartments – 12
in total, while the remaining 3 are of a mixed type. It is worth noting that with
condominium units, not all of the apartments are offered to tourists as serviced
accommodation, while those offered to tourists constitute between 5% to a little over
50% with timeshare units. The remainder are exclusively used by the timeshare owners
which makes them vacation apartments of the type ‘second home’. Basically, the
mixed type properties represent a condo unit with a typical hotel part, which is usually
a separate building. In two of the three mixed type units (Severina and Festa Pomorie
Resort) the hotel part is of largely limited capacity as compared to the vacation unit,
which implies that timeshare has become the dominant activity in the area, while
classic hotel operation is given a complementary status.

Based on our survey among managers of timeshare units, we have arrived at the
following essential and most significant conclusions:

 Nearly all of the managers - 13 of the respondents (87%), have expressed a
positive or somewhat positive perception of the timeshare vacation complexes
situated along the Southern Black Sea coast of Bulgaria. Of the remaining 2,
one has given a neutral rating and one a ‘somewhat negative’ rating, which
accounts for managers’ positive outlook on timeshare development in the region
of our study.

 In terms of their attitude, respondents (interviewed managers) see the
development of timeshare vacation properties as a driver in creating a more
favourable business climate in the tourism sector: 67% of the managers have
given a ‘somewhat positive’ rating, 27 % - ‘strongly agree’ and only 6% -
‘strongly disagree’, which boils down to 1 person of the respondents, thereafter
our final assessment is also positive.

 As for their evaluations, respondents see the rise in timeshare vacation
properties as a factor that can boost tourism development by attracting more
investments (10 responses), expansion of hotel operations (7 responses) and
improving the quality of accommodation (6 responses), which in our opinion
will have a positive effect on Bulgarian hotel operation and tourism as a whole.

 Respondents of the survey share the opinion that a timeshare model, in its original
form of one or two week intervals and up to 52 owners per unit is virtually
inapplicable for Bulgaria. This can be explained with the more elaborate marketing
involved, higher selling price and a more complex system of management,
maintenance and use. In this line, modern varieties of timeshare ownership such
as condo-based resort units and mixed type units seem to be the better option in
hotel operations along the southern Black Sea coast as these exhibit less owners
per unit and offer flexibility in the usage of the timeshare property.
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 Among the most tangible benefits of timeshare vacation property ownership,
higher return on investment comes first, followed by the overall product upgrade
resulting in higher quality. Submitted scores by respondents are 4.1 and 4.0
respectively, with a possible ranking from 1 to 5 /the latter being the most
significant/. The results of the above survey are on a par with another research
in this area, where higher return on investment of apartment hotels have been
pointed out as an advantage together with a lesser risk as more timeshare
owners share in the responsibility for the property.20 This analysis serves to
highlight some of the main advantages of timeshare units as compared to
classic hotel operation from a managerial point of view.

 Owing to the fact that owners use their timeshare interval to stay at the resort
mainly in ‘low season’ (6), the peak of the season (5), and in ‘off season’ (4),
the perception that the more vacation property owners, the better the distribution
of timeshare usage throughout the year, and the more positive the effect upon
seasonality in the sector, may not be unequivocal. Most of the respondents
ranked this item as ‘somewhat positive’ (7), with 5 of them remaining neutral,
and another three giving a negative response. Thus, we have reasons to
conclude that there is clearly a need for specialized managerial practices to
gain more in this area.

 In the opinion of most of the respondents, the annual fee for maintenance and
upkeep of timeshare property helps to cover for the fixed costs, with 5 of the
respondents ranking this item as ‘somewhat positive’ and another 5 giving a ‘strongly
agree’ response. From the remainder, three have remained neutral with ‘neither
agree’ or disagree’ response and two giving a ‘somewhat disagree’ response.
This analysis shows that one of the reasons for the positive attitudes on prospects
for timeshare development in the surveyed region, can be attributed to the specifics
of the timeshare product and its ability to achieve higher profitability.

A fair part of the respondents (74%) believe that timeshare vacation owners
are loyal to the resort property owner or developer, which bodes well for the
timeshare business – 4 of the respondents have given ‘strongly agree’ and
seven – ‘somewhat agree’. From the remaining, only one has given ‘strongly
disagree’ response, with ‘neither agree nor disagree’ for the remaining three.
This characteristic is indicative of the positive prospects for timeshare
development of these vacation properties.

 The respondents affirm that they have no problems with staff training and
organization of leisure time for the owners during their stay at the resort, as in
their perceptions, hotel operators in the main segments are traditional for
Bulgaria as a tourist destination. These are mainly Russian, English and Irish
property owners. This comes as no surprise, since in 2005, Bulgaria became
a hit on the British tourist market and was promoted as a good place to invest
in real estate properties.21 This was also the time when many Russians invested

2 0 Каzasov V. The apartment hotel – a calculated risk or adventure? Horemag, issue. 6, 2007, p. 42-43.
2 1 Кirekchiev D. Bulgaria – a hit on the British tourism market, Tourism and Leisure, issue. 1, 2005, p. 4.
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in the newly built apartment complexes, mostly in the 4-5 star accommodation
units.22 This speaks clearly in support of the fact that timeshare property
development along the southern Black Sea coast does not entirely hinge on
bringing in huge investments into the sector.

 All of the respondents see the need for extending the range of services for
timeshare property owners and introduction of new price policies and meals
at preferential costs which are to guarantee the vacation property positive
development. In addition, some of the bigger timeshare property developers
started offering special cards to timeshare owners which can be used to pay
for services on credit, to be settled at the end of their stay. The amount owed
can be deducted from the dividend due on the timeshare unit for the previous
year and thus the owner is able to pocket his profit.

 As for management policies, the perceptions of hotel managers show that
they expect a more liberal policy and more flexible approach to be applied to
units of smaller capacity and low-category units when choosing the property
management operator. The owners are given the right to decide whether to
use the services of an on-site property management team or use an outside
property agency23. Offering the property as serviced accommodation to tourists
is made possible through adverts on the Internet, placing ads in newspapers,
etc. According to the respondents, major setbacks in timeshare property
development along the southern Black Sea coast of Bulgaria are as follows:
lack of discipline and the fact that many of the timeshare owners fail to pay
regularly for their maintenance or other fees. In each timeshare unit on average,
between 10% and 30% of owners are in default as they failed to pay their
annual maintenance fees, not to mention those who simply refuse to pay or
complain about exorbitant fees. On the other hand, those who wish to offer
their timeshare unit to tourists in return for a dividend, prefer to use their
vacation property in a prime week or in peak season which can act as a
deterrent in the timeshare exchange process.

Based on collected data and our analysis we can draw the following main
conclusions: hotel managers have positive attitudes on timeshare development along
the southern Black Sea coast, even though timeshare vacation ownership spread as a
variety of the original timeshare product. However, there are barriers to the development
of timeshare in Bulgaria, which can be overcome by taking appropriate action. In
view of the above summary, we can propound a few ideas on how to overcome these
barriers and offer guidelines on how to make timeshare operations along the southern
Black sea coast more efficient:

Alongside the two most common timeshare varieties in our country, it would
be a good policy to develop residence clubs which fall within the high-end
luxury condominium properties but may be privately owned as well (the so-

2 2 Nilolova М. The Russian tourists are returning to Bulgaria, Tourist market, June 2005, p. 8-9.
2 3 For more details, see Каradzovа, Z. Property Management – practice or challenge for the tourism in

Bulgaria, Collection : Challenges for tourism in the 21 century, Sofia, 2012, p. 379-384.
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called private residence clubs), offering a high-quality product. These
residences, usually 4 to 5 star, offer a wide range of ancillary services and
amenities. Development of such residence clubs could hike prices in the sector,
with subsequent increase in revenue and profit.

To avoid issues associated with maintenance fees, timeshare owners should
have more transparency as to the exact amount of fee, what is included in it
and what are the consequences if the fee is not paid, which can encourage a
more proprietary attitude to their owned unit. If the above fee seems to be too
high, then it shall be ‘stripped’ of all components that can be paid separately
such as property taxes, electricity bills, water supply, etc. and thus reduce
these fees to more reasonable levels. This can be part of an overall strategy
to improve conditions for timeshare development in the discussed region.

Timeshare units which do not have clauses providing for limitation of their
owners’ stay at the resort, but which are offered to tourists as serviced
accommodation in prime season, need to be contracted on the basis of additional
agreements to allow for their use by tourists during the high season and help
generate revenue by typical hotel operations. This may even impact hotel
managers’ perceptions and attitudes in favour of timeshare development along
our southern coast.

The managerial team responsible for running the unit are expected to encourage
services by offering discounts and preferential prices in the use of ancillary
services which in turn will bring more financial benefits to the unit. Liberalization
of policies should be carried out mainly with regards to outside companies
chosen to maintain the property whose services are regulated by a management
contract as the latter will guarantee better quality management and servicing
of the unit. In our opinion, this will encourage managers to achieve higher
performance results and will have a positive effect on their perceptions about
opportunities for timeshare development in the future.

Conclusion

The prospects for timeshare development along the southern Black Sea coast of
Bulgaria are currently upbeat despite the fact that only certain modern varieties of the
timeshare ownership have spread in the region discussed. We tend to accept the
assertion that the emergence of timeshare vacation properties will impact positively
the tourism sector and will help resolve some of the major hoteliers issues. The last
couple of years have been particularly troublesome for Bulgarian hoteliers with rock-
bottom prices of 2 euro a bed night, with hoteliers going bankrupt unable to pay for
their debts which resulted in a situation where more than 90 hotels had been put up for
sale24. Thus, any opportunity to extend their business in areas different from traditional
hotel operation may be a way out of the situation. Arguably, quick return on investments,
expansion of hotel operations, product diversification and measures to cover for fixed
costs of the units will foster hotel operations and help hoteliers in particular. In conclusion
2 4 Spasov, S. Hotels for sale, Horemag, issue. 8, 2007, p. 36-37.
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we can say that attitudes expressed by hotel managers for the benefit of timesharing
in hotels along the southern Black Sea coast, and some of its features could be the
basis for further advanced research in this area which is to reveal more fully the
potential of this business at home.

ATTITUDES AND  PERCEPTIONS  OF  HOTEL  MANAGERS
ON TIMESHARE  DEVELOPMENT ALONG THE  SOUTHERN

BLACK  SEA  COAST  OF  BULGARIA

PhD  student  Elena  Klateva

Abstract

The main objective of the article is to reveal the attitudes of managerial staff in Hotel
keeping with respect to the possibilities for developing timeshare on the Bulgarian Southern
Black Sea coast. In this connection there are briefly explained the nature and peculiarities of
hospitality timeshare, there are also pointed out the main subjects in the system and is stressed
the role of managers. There is an emphasis on the author’s survey among managers of timeshare
sites in eight Bulgarian southern sea resorts, on the basis of the estimation of which there are
drawn four major guidelines for improving the prospects before the use of timeshare. The
proposed study could serve as the basis for an extended survey of the possibilities for the
development of timeshare in this country.

Keywords: Timeshare, Hotel keeping, managers, attitudes, Bulgarian Southern Black
Sea coast.


